Instructor Techniques is designed to prepare the student to effectively and properly to fulfill the role, responsibilities, skills, knowledge, and expectations of a successful instructor and to enhance the student’s facilitation and instructional abilities. This course will enhance the student’s skills to communicate and motivate students in the classroom. Program requires numerous presentations, out of class preparation work, and includes a final exam and a graded final presentation of up to one hour.

Program topics include: Training Liability & Instructor Certification Requirements, Training the Adult Learner, Diversity in the Classroom, Communication Skills, Lesson Plan Development, Facilitation Skills and Group Management, Instructional Aids, and Evaluation, Measurement, & Simulation.

Required Materials: Note taking materials, flash drive, and (if possible) a lap top computer. Note: To receive an FDLE Instructor Certification, the student must follow the steps found in F.A.C. Rule 11B-20, which includes, but is not limited to: completing an internship documented on a CJSTC 81 Form, under the supervision of a FDLE Certified Instructor.